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Preface 
The music curriculum aims at providing students with a 
comprehensive and balanced learning experience. Through 
listening, singing, instrument-playing and creative activities, 
students gain enjoyment, as well as appreciation and 
response to music of different cultures or centuries. 
Our mission is to provide a challenging musical environment 
for our students who have potentials in music, and to provide 
a safe and pleasant environment where our students can 
develop their own musical skills and goals. 

Objectives
1. To cultivate students’ fondness for music 

2. To develop students’ creativity, communication, and appreciation skills through creating and 
performing music. 

3. To cultivate students’ basic skills in performing arts such as singing, instrumental playing and 
composing through musical activities. 

4. To help students develop their music potential.  

Music Learning and Teaching Strategies in LKKC 
1. To arrange diversified music activities for students to widen their musical experiences and 

develop their lifelong learning abilities. 

2. To encourage students to participate in various musical activities both inside and outside the 
classroom. 

3. To incorporate real-life teaching materials into music lessons, so as to arouse students' interest in 
music. 

String orchestra and Choir performance 



1. Implementation in Formal Curriculum 

I. Integrated music activities of creating, performing and listening are implemented so as to     

promote interactive learning. 

II. We bring music to students’ daily life by introducing some songs in advertisements, cartoon 

music or pop music as learning materials which can arouse students’ interest in learning. 

Therefore motivation of learning is enhanced, and students can learn to construct knowledge as 

learning is related to their daily lives. 

III. Students are guided to do group singing / ensemble playing to exercise cooperation through 

team performance. 

IV. Creative activities are designed to engage students in composing music and developing their  

creativity and imagination such as “sound project”, “composition” and “old tune with new lyrics 

project”. In creating activities, students not only apply their music knowledge and skills, but also 

exercise their creativity, imagination and aesthetic sensitivity so as to gain satisfaction and a 

sense of achievement. 
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2. Implementation in Extracurricular Activities 

Extracurricular activities in music are important as it can be an 

excellent complement to the music curriculum program. Diversified 

music activities are arranged for students to widen their musical 

experiences and develop their lifelong interest in music. Also, Music 

Club holds lunchtime concerts and lunchtime broadcast to 

introduce different kinds of music such as folk songs, Broadway 

musicals and jazz music to students, so as to extend their scope of 

music appreciation and to foster the music culture and atmosphere 

in school. 

Activities include: 

�  Lunchtime concert   

�  Lunchtime broadcast and after-school music appreciation 

�  School concerts 

�  Music competitions and performances 

� School choir 

�  Chinese orchestra 

� Chinese instrumental classes 

� String orchestra 

The Road Ahead 

We arrange diversified music activities for students to widen their musical experiences and develop 

their lifelong learning abilities and encourage students to participate in various musical activities 

both inside and outside classroom, so as to maximize their potential. 
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